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Proactive planning 

• For non-designers, elected members and property interests
• Thinking about the place
• When urban designers are scarce
• The skill and mindset to use proactive tools effectively

All professional 
planners are 
design managers

Changing the 
culture of 
development 
planning

Values, 
attitudes and 
skills



Values, attitude and skills

Public and private interests are making places together - collaboration

Holding a sense of the whole town over time – vision. 

A manifesto Project management Negotiation



locality, names, nicknames
people, activity 
buildings
and economy
history, her story
home 
flux and adaptation
Planned and anarchic

Here, not there
Us, not them

Next to the next place, 
Trades, shares and competes
Part of a bigger place, made of 
smaller places 

Place is….



Leading spatial strategy and duty to 
cooperate  
Making objectives for the region
What selfless actions will best serve the 
communities of the future?

Creating relationships between LPA and 
prospective developers

Inviting strategic ideas, planning options, 
not just land allocation proposals.
A shared mantra
Developers forums
Open door 

Meet the spirit, not the letter of our responsibility



Be a good client for buying-in spatial planning skills

Setting objectives for spatial planning and placemaking
Writing a brief for consultancy services
Creating and managing a team, including councillors



The planning tools listed in Government guidance



Masterplans for large areas

• Masterplanning is iterative, it goes round and round, testing, modifying, adding.
• The LPA can lead on high-level masterplanning based on the spatial strategy. 



The LPA’s role

Require production of a masterplan
to meet spatial strategy and place 
objectives

Influence its scope and content

Scrutinise and challenge options

Enhance its status through formal 
Council approval

Build into its framework of policy 
and controls

Elements of a masterplan

Statement of commitment of 
stakeholders

Key plan of whole area with routes, 
blocks and spaces

Diagrams for each layer of the 
structure

Explanation of site planning 
objectives and principles

Mechanisms for implementation and 
modification

Programme

Good masterplans



Leading the master planning for major sites

Beaulieu, North Chelmsford

LPA sets the site planning 
principles in the site 
allocation

Landscape, locations, 
linkages, life

Although Countryside had 
a masterplan for 20 years, 
the LPA set out its own 
framework of access, 
circulation, open space, 
schools, local centre and 
conservation, in an Area 
Action Plan.

Fixing the masterplan
parameters in the outline 
planning permission

The masterplan principles 
translated to six parameter 
plans, a s106 agreement 
and conditions

LPA and strategic 
developer work together

Coordinating transport, 
education, infrastructure

Mediating objections –
Historic England, Newhall 
School

Based on core policy -
positive direction, and 
means for LPA control

Project managing the 
programme of subsequent 
masterplanning

negotiating layouts, 
reserved matters approvals  



Examples of site allocations giving 
spatial principles



Getting the landowner and strategic 
developer to be more engaged in 
placemaking

Channels, North Chelmsford

The landowner and strategic developer 
hit the allocation jackpot, but took a land-
based, contract-based, jobsworth
approach. 

The LPA challenged them to use their 
powerful influence on achieving 
wonderful places. 

This pressure led them to commission 
their own vision document and 
‘regulatory plan’ by John Thomson 
Partners.

LPA challenging developers to be visionary and seek excellence 

Taking over the masterplan

Great Leighs, Braintree

David Wilson Homes first efforts at a 
master plan rang alarm bells – culs-de-
sac, awkward links, no sense of built 
structure…..



Web page

Tour

The LPA produced analysis and 
masterplan principles, in a jointly 
adopted document, which was 
followed exactly across three 
phases, except for the non-res 
uses (Phase 2 before and after the 
masterplan shown). 



Set up a dynamic working relationship through a Planning 
Performance Agreement

• A living statement of understanding between LPA and developer.
• Key to a collaborative, constructive approach 
• An element of the development management philosophy devised by ATLAS.

Write in plain, friendly English rather than as a legal contract.
Encapsulate shared objectives, each other’s own objectives, each other’s 
expectations, time requirements.
Each makes undertakings to meet the other’s interests.  
How working relationships will be conducted.

Include whatever will help - for example to have design reviews, the scope of 
design coding, team contact details, how to engage community interests.

Can include an agreement for the developer to pay for staff costs.

One-text basis for understanding interests and negotiating 



Make design codes usable and effective to make good places 
(and your lives easier)

The LPA leads the requirement for a design 
code, but the strategic developer owns 
and creates the content and builds it into 
land parcel sales.

The scope of a design code should be 
based on what is actually needed and what 
will be understandable to all developer 
design teams.

Agreeing not to have a code but instead:

• Principles, plans and specifications in 
the masterplan

• A guidance document already published
• creative planning conditions and 

informatives
• One code only – eg building lines.
• A blank piece of  paper to be added to 

as strategic developer and LPA see need

Coding is detailed, practical specifications, 
for designers working on different phases.

It helps to realise the principles of a 
masterplan.

It might cover building and space 
configuration needed for the intended 
character. 

Detailed specifications ensure continuous 
and consistent public realm compliant with 
the highway authority’s upkeep regime.

Car parking and garages are a good thing to 
code. SUDS needs coding.

Coding should make sense and be easy to 
use. Coding should not inhibit good 
architecture.



Challenge developer set-in-stone practices

Challenge standard dwelling types, ask 
for new types 

for example 

• to turn corners, 
• to accommodate bins, 
• to join together, 
• To avoid deep plan. 

Change the designers



Challenge highway authority 
practices

Designing the public realm for 
pedestrian convenience and safety and 
managing parking

For example

• Shared surfaces
• No public / private demarcation
• Softened turning heads
• No white lines
• Conservation kerb
• Integration with drainage
• Joined up footpaths
• On-street parking



Challenge out-of-centre, non-res, car-oriented 
development

The focus on homes and neighbourhood creation makes us neglect 
commercial development.

All shopping, car dealerships, self-storage, drive-throughs, roadside 
development escapes critique.

Use the same methods of interrogation of vision and place to challenge 
the developer’s assumptions of what is necessary and desirable.



Planning briefs – the most flexible and versatile planning tool

Identifying areas or sites where something might happen.
Allows the LPA to anticipate and influence 

• Site specific
• Responsive to circumstances, can be done quickly
• Proactive 
• Enabling
• Agile, flexible, customised 
• Combines formal policy and informal advice
• Translates policies to places
• In the public interest



The benefits of a brief for both LPA and developer

• Bridges policy and planning application
• Provides certainty on principles 
• Increases confidence on the LPA’s position 
• Improves the planning permission process



The different objectives a planning brief can 
address

• Site assembly
• Unlocking land / overcoming impediments
• Steering layout
• Changing the use
• Raising the intensity of use
• Diversifying, requiring a particular use-mix
• Indicating capacity
• Regulation / setting limits
• Conserving character and heritage
• Keeping and adapting useful buildings
• Improving public realm
• Getting a public facility 



Tour

Different kinds of 
brief to suit different 
circumstances



Example 1
Brief covering adjoining 
sites, for coordinated 
layout and access



Example 2
Windfall site with several poor pre-app layouts. Use mix, 
parking. Very prescriptive layout.





Complex ownership

Example 3
Multiple-owned area for comprehensive regeneration, where the 
brief provided the structure for the eventual development 15 
years later.



Example 4
Landlocked site, finding 
access, resolving neighbour 
relationships



Example 5
4 pages, produced 
very quickly 



Example 6
Allocated housing site 
brief built into an 
informative in a planning 
permission



Use a brief to illustrate options and 
challenge the designer to do better



Proactive planning permissions

• Arranging and leading meetings and 
setting the agenda

• Having off-line discussions with 
architect or planner.

• Drafting heads of terms for s106
• Conditions on design continuity
• Conditions on no ransom strips
• Conditions on further design, not just 

specifications
• Writing fullsome and clear reasons for 

conditions
• Drawing axos / sketch-up
• Constant scrutiny and challenge

Continue to be proactive after 
planning permission

• Anticipate consent optimisation
• Continuity of design, through same 

design team, or special oversight 
arrangement

• Scrutinise non-mat amendments
• Quality walk-aroundsat start of build to 

list discrepancies or poor workmanship.
• Enforcement on anything that is wrong.



Other LPA initiatives for place making

Beyond policy – ideas that optimise the specific opportunities of a site, built into 
planning applications and conditions

For example

• Proportions or thresholds for business space / homes, to secure mixed use
• Flexible use – res or workspace
• Encouraging business activity to grow
• No private garages
• Securing a car club
• Devising physical layout solutions



A planning condition allowed this block to be office or residential – to meet mixed 
use objectives, but reassuring the developer. It became the developer’s own HQ…



Outline permission parameter plan and negotiation 
regulated size of tower



Flexible use through architecture, 
not condition: 
….. unit used for business

….. unit used for residential



Proactive communications and engagement

Information sheets

An urban room

Standard graphics

Participative events

Charrettes
Workshops
Reviews
Awards 



Being proactive in the public realm – leading good places through 
investment in public routes and spaces



A council-initiated and managed project to remove a 
major barrier and create a direct link. 

Works agreement with Greater Anglia to build on 
station land. The Counicl ran the contract. S106 and LEP 
funding.



Piazza with retail, next to refurbished Marconi listed building. 
Completes the pedestrian cycle route from the station


